Voyager II Cargo Lift Order and Placement Guide

Measuring Your Travel
Measure from the lowest point on the ground of your bottom level to the landing floor of your top level. This is your travel distance. If the ground is not level please make a note on your order. This measurement must be exact!

Clearances
It is recommended that you allow at least 2" of clearance around each side of the basket. You will also need at least 60" of open space vertically above your top landing for the head assembly.

Gate Openings
Gate Positions are determined by their relation to the Travel Beams. To select your gate positions look into the area where your basket will go from the perspective of your beams.
Position #1 is on your left
Position #2 is across from you
Position #3 is on your right
You can select multiple openings.
The diagram shows a basket with a #1 Gate Opening

Lift Dimensions
A Height of Hand Rail Sides .......................................... 45”
B Outer Side-to-side width .............................................. 54.25”
C Floor Thickness ........................................................... 4”
D Front to Back Interior Width ...................................... 48.25”
E Rear Outer Corner of Basket to Front Outer Edge .......... 54.25”
F Front of Basket to Back of Travel Beams .................... 60.75” (61.75”)
G Back of Head Assembly to Basket Front Outer Edge .. 65.5” (66.5”)
H Back of Footplate to Basket Front Outer Edge ............... 69”
I Beam Width (Center to center) ..................................... 29”

*** Alternate dimensions that are in parenthesis are for premium models equipped with 5” Travel Beams